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ABSTRACT

Under the Obama Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is leading efforts to incorporate environmental justice measures into its inner-workings. So, too, are numerous other federal agencies. These efforts, however, have little practical effect at the state level where sources of pollution, such as coal-fired power plants and other industrial facilities are granted permits to pollute. Under the cooperative federalism framework that exists today, the federal government cannot directly compel states to consider environmental justice unless such action is required by federal law. Thus, federal guidance pertaining to environmental justice will do little to prevent the pattern of siting pollution sources in low-income and minority communities in Georgia—one of only a few states that have not independently adopted environmental justice measures.

This article summarizes environmental justice efforts at the national level and in Georgia. It also explores the relationship between federal environmental justice policies and the absence of such policies from Georgia’s delegated environmental programs. This article then provides recommendations for indirect action to be taken by the federal government to encourage Georgia to incorporate environmental justice into permit decision-making.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been thirty years since hundreds of men, women, and children in Warren County, North Carolina banded together to protest the siting of a toxic-waste dump in their community. This demonstration has been dubbed “as the spark that lit the environmental justice movement” — a movement focused on “the rights of people, regardless of their race, class or social status, to be protected from carrying an unfair burden of environmental pollution and polluting industries.” In the three decades since the Warren County protests, the environmental justice movement has slowly transformed from a grassroots to a national level movement, changing corporate practices and transforming government policies.3
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The year 2011, particularly at the federal policymaking level, was a banner year for proponents of the environmental justice movement in the United States. Among other developments, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released Plan EJ 2014, a three year comprehensive plan to advance the agency’s environmental justice efforts\(^4\) and the Department of Justice announced environmental justice to be a “high priority” for its Environmental Division.\(^5\) The same year, heads of the EPA, Department of the Interior, Department of Transportation, and other federal agencies agreed to issue updated environmental justice strategies and to reconvene the Federal Interagency Working Group on Environmental Justice, a group that had not assembled at the cabinet-level since the Clinton Administration.\(^6\)

Although certainly significant, the federal government’s support of environmental justice and accompanying efforts to incorporate the movement’s principles into federal decision-making will not prevent the pattern of siting polluting facilities in low-income and minority communities in Georgia. This is because the Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD), Georgia’s state environmental permitting agency, does not have environmental justice laws or policies in place requiring it to consider environmental justice in decision-making.\(^7\) In fact, it has no staff dedicated to environmental justice concerns, no enhanced public


participation processes in place when permitting polluting activities in low-income or minority areas, and no dedicated process through which citizens can raise environmental justice concerns.\(^8\)

Take as an example the proposed siting of coal-fired power plants in Georgia. Already home to the two largest carbon polluting coal-fired power plants in the nation,\(^9\) three additional plants have been planned for construction in Georgia in recent years.\(^10\) The corporations behind these plants plan to site them in or near low-income and minority communities in middle and southern Georgia. These plants will emit thousands of tons of pollutants known to cause respiratory illness, heart attack, birth defects and premature death.\(^11\) Longleaf Energy Station, received approval from Georgia’s Environmental Protection Division (EPD) in 2007 for construction in Early County, Georgia.\(^12\) According to 2010 U.S. Census results, 49.6 % of Early County’s residents are black, while only 30.5 % of Georgia’s general population is black.\(^13\) Moreover, 28.9 %
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\(^12\) GreenLaw, Coal Plant Proposed for Washington County, \textit{supra} note 10. (On December 12, 2011, LS Power announced that it was cancelling plans to build the Longleaf Energy Station in Blakely, Georgia).

of the county’s population lives below federal poverty levels, while only 15.7% live in poverty statewide.\textsuperscript{14} Yet, when it approved the application for the construction and operation of Longleaf Energy Station, EPD did not provide evidence that it had made any inquiry into the disproportionate impacts on residents that could be felt by siting it in a low-income and minority area.\textsuperscript{15}

In contrast, the federal government is actively encouraging the consideration and advancement of environmental justice, and the majority of states are moving independently to dedicate significant resources in efforts to ensure that their poor and minority citizens are not disproportionately harmed by pollution.\textsuperscript{16} In fact, Georgia is one of only five states that do not have some mechanism in place for the consideration of environmental justice in environmental decision-making.\textsuperscript{17}

This article explores the relationship between federal environmental justice policies and the absence of such policies from Georgia’s delegated environmental programs. Part II of this article provides a brief history of environmental justice in the United States. Part III summarizes environmental justice in Georgia, both past and present. Part IV and V examine the largely benign impact of federal environmental justice policies in Georgia. Finally, Part VI provides recommendations that could be implemented in Georgia for the incorporation of environmental justice in permit decision-making.
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II. RESPONSE TO INJUSTICE: THE ORIGIN OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT

The environmental justice movement arose thirty years ago as a direct reaction to environmental inequities, threats to public health, and differential enforcement practices.\textsuperscript{18} These inequities were not a new phenomenon, but they first received national attention in 1982 with the planned siting of a poly-chlorinated biphenyl (PCB) landfill in Warren County, North Carolina, where African-Americans composed sixty-five percent of the population.\textsuperscript{19} Though unsuccessful in thwarting plans for siting the landfill, the demonstration of over 500 protestors prompted the U.S. Government Accountability Office (formerly the General Accounting Office) (GAO) to undertake a study examining the link between minorities and the siting of hazardous waste landfills.\textsuperscript{20}

In that study, produced in 1983, researchers concluded that African-Americans comprised the majority of the population in three out of four communities where southeastern offsite hazardous waste landfills were located.\textsuperscript{21} In 1987, the United Church of Christ followed up the GAO report with Toxic Waste and Race, finding race “to be the most potent variable in predicting where these facilities were located—more powerful than household income, the value of homes and the estimated amount of hazardous waste generated by industry.”\textsuperscript{22}
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Later research revealed that the federal government was punishing polluters in white neighborhoods with higher penalties and requiring faster removal actions for hazardous waste contamination in these areas than in minority communities.\textsuperscript{23}

As evidence of environmental injustice mounted, citizen groups across the country formed defenses against facilities they suspected were contaminating their communities. In 1988, the residents of West Harlem formed West Harlem Environmental Action (WEACT) to mobilize against water quality and air pollution violations occurring at their neighborhood’s North Ridge Sewage Treatment Plant.\textsuperscript{24} A year later, residents living in “Cancer Alley,” Louisiana’s infamously polluted corridor, organized “The Great Louisiana Toxic March” to bring attention to the living conditions of those living in close proximity to the area’s numerous industrial plants.\textsuperscript{25}

In 1990, three years after the release of \textit{Toxic Waste and Race}, the Congressional Black Caucus met with EPA officials to discuss increasing evidence that disenfranchised communities were being exposed to environmental harm more than others.\textsuperscript{26} In response, the EPA created the Environmental Equity Workgroup.\textsuperscript{27} The Workgroup released a report supporting the Congressional Black Caucus’s assertions and produced ten recommendations to address those inequalities.\textsuperscript{28} In
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1992, largely as a result of those recommendations, the federal government created the Office of Environmental Equity as part of the EPA, and a year later, the EPA established the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council (NEJAC) to “provide advice, consultation and make recommendations . . . directed at solving environmental equity problems.”

Growing attention brought with it efforts to pass groundbreaking environmental justice legislation at the federal level but these efforts were unsuccessful. However, in 1994 President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 (E.O. 12898) compelling federal agencies to make environmental justice part of their missions by developing a strategy “that identifies and addresses disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, or activities on minority populations and low-income populations.” Federal agencies, including the EPA, have struggled to find ways to integrate E.O. 12898 into their procedures.

Legal challenges to environmental permitting decisions have also been an important part of the environmental justice movement. To make claims of discrimination in the siting of polluting facilities and the disparate enforcement of environmental laws, advocates employed Title VI, Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. However, Section 601 requires a showing of discriminatory intent in decision-making—a showing that is extremely difficult for a plaintiff to make. As a result, these legal theories have had little success.


31 See 138 CONG. REC. S7480-02 (1992); 139 CONG. REC. E1106-02 (1993).


In light of this high standard, lawyers honed in on Title VI Section 602, requiring only a showing of discriminatory impact, to make environmental justice claims. This strategy proved successful in 2001 when a New Jersey district court held that an agency receiving federal funding is obligated under Title VI to consider impacts based on race when determining whether to issue a permit.

This victory, however, was short-lived. The U.S. Supreme Court decided two years later in Alexander v. Sandoval that there is no private right of action to enforce agency regulations promulgated under Section 602. This foreclosure of legal claims under Title VI sent lawyers seeking to challenge decisions of state environmental agencies back to the drawing board. They now rely, for the most part, on traditional federal environmental laws, such as citizen suit provisions of the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act, as well as increasingly available state environmental justice laws and policies.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE TODAY

Environmental inequalities are, in many ways, as pervasive as they were three decades ago. In 2007, a follow-up study by the United Church of Christ researchers discovered that racial disparities in the distribution of commercial hazardous wastes were actually greater than they were twenty years earlier. Specifically, it was found that fifty-six percent of the populations of those neighborhoods with commercial hazardous facilities were of color whereas thirty percent
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of people were of color in non-host areas.\textsuperscript{40} Further, poverty rates in the host neighborhoods were 1.5 times greater than non-host areas.\textsuperscript{41} Even more alarming, areas with multiple facilities had an average minority rate of sixty-nine percent, well above the national average.\textsuperscript{42}

Since President Clinton’s E.O. 12898, the federal government has struggled to create tangible improvements in how federal agencies evaluate the siting of facilities in minority and low-income communities. In 2004, ten years after E.O. 12898 was first signed, an audit by the EPA Office of Inspector General revealed a number of failures by the EPA, including no identification of a clear definition of environmental justice, no guidance to allow for consistent implementation of environmental justice programs across regions, and a failure to identify the minority and low-income populations addressed in E.O. 12898.\textsuperscript{43} A year later, the EPA received complaints when it proposed dropping “race” and “class” as “factor[s] in identifying and prioritizing populations that may be disadvantaged” in its draft Environmental Justice Strategic Plan.\textsuperscript{44} More recently, outside auditors concluded that the EPA’s Office of Civil Rights had not adequately adjudicated complaints addressing discrimination against communities of affected citizens.\textsuperscript{45}
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Despite these gaps, under the Obama administration, the EPA has renewed its environmental justice efforts. In 2009, the EPA’s Administrator, Lisa Jackson, stated broadly that “[w]e must include environmental justice principles in all of our decisions.” In addition, the EPA made “Expanding the Conversation on Environmentalism and Working for Environmental Justice” an agency priority. To implement this commitment, the agency launched Plan EJ 2014 which, like E.O. 12898, does not grant any legally enforceable rights, but requires the EPA to integrate environmental justice considerations into its programs. It is expected that the EPA, as part of its push for increased consideration of environmental justice issues, will soon require discussion of environmental justice impacts in the preamble of proposed rules, a move that could require the agency to reach out to potentially affected communities during the proposal process.

Beyond the federal realm, a number of cities and states recently adopted environmental justice policies aimed at ensuring that proper procedures are in place to prevent the continued siting of polluting industries and waste sites in minority and low-income communities. California’s “EJ Action Plan,” implemented by the California Environmental Protection Agency, is an example of state action to increase public participation and to develop guidance for the consideration of environmental justice communities in permitting.
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\section*{IV. Ignoring a Pressing Need: Environmental Justice in Georgia}

A review of the 2010 publication, \textit{Environmental Justice for All: A Fifty State Survey of Legislation, Policies and Cases}, by the American Bar Association and the University of California, Hastings College of the Law reveals that many states consider neighborhood demographics in environmental decision-making and are seeking new ways to ensure equal protections from environmental harm.\footnote{See \textit{Environmental Justice for All}, \textit{supra} note 8.} Currently, twenty-seven states have an employee, working group, or taskforce dedicated to environmental justice.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Also, eighteen states have some policy or law in effect that directly addresses environmental justice.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}
In fact, all of Georgia’s neighboring states, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, North Carolina and South Carolina, have an environmental justice initiative, program or dedicated employee at the state level. These measures were implemented in the last fifteen years and came about through a number of mechanisms, including legislative action, executive order, and state agency internal workings. Most recently, South Carolina’s legislature formed the South Carolina Environmental Justice Advisory Committee in 2007. There, representatives from thirteen state agencies and three universities were “charged with finding the current status of programs and policies that pertain to environmental justice within state agencies; and making recommendations as it [sic] pertains to environmental justice, economic development, and revitalization.” Three years later, the Committee assessed state agencies and put forth recommendations for the implementation of environmental justice at the state level.

Yet, Georgia has not moved to require the Environmental Protection Division (EPD), which issues
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state and federal permits for the operation of facilities related to air emissions, water quality, hazardous waste, solid waste and water supply, to consider environmental justice when conducting activities related to permitting.\textsuperscript{66} It now lingers in a minority of five states that are not directly addressing environmental justice.\textsuperscript{67}

Georgia’s “anti-concentration” law is the only law on the books requiring some consideration of environmental justice principles.\textsuperscript{68} The law, passed in 2004, restricts the number of solid waste facilities that may be sited within a two-mile radius of three or more other solid waste facilities.\textsuperscript{69} Additionally, the law requires some public participation measures, including a requirement that there be “at least one public meeting to discuss waste management needs of the local government or region and to describe the process of siting facilities to the public.”\textsuperscript{70} Though the law serves the important purpose of effectively preventing the clustering of landfills in Georgia, it does not directly address the demographics of the area where these facilities may be sited. Other legislative efforts containing environmental justice measures have been unsuccessful.

The Georgia Environmental Justice Act of 1995 is the only law proposed in Georgia’s legislature that would have required EPD to directly address the demographics of an area prior to permitting.\textsuperscript{71} The bill would have created a 22-member Environmental Justice Commission charged with issuing reports on facilities permitted by the EPA or EPD “which pose a threat to human health to be concentrated in low-income neighborhoods and neighborhoods populated largely by African-Americans.”\textsuperscript{72}
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It also would have required specific pollution prevention goals and baseline studies prior to the approval of any permit for the construction of a facility in an area with a majority low-income or minority population. The bill did not pass.

Presented two years later, the Environmental Justice Act of 1997 was also unsuccessful. The bill would have mandated that EPD publish an annual state toxic release inventory report identifying the amounts of over 300 toxic chemicals that manufacturers “release to the air, land or water or that they inject underground.” It also would have required EPD to perform risk assessments on reported releases deemed to have a high potential to affect the public health or environment of nearby communities and to reduce any release deemed by a risk assessment to be “unacceptable.”

The Georgia Brownfields Rescue, Redevelopment, Community Revitalization and Environmental Justice Act, introduced nearly a decade later in 2006, would have promoted the revitalization of brownfields, including the “unacceptably high percentage” of brownfields occurring in low-income and minority communities. It also did not pass.

V. THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND LAW IN GEORGIA

A. Federal Delegation of Environmental Enforcement Authority under the Cooperative Federalism Framework

Considering that Georgia’s Environmental Protection Division’s has been said to have a “reputation for jealously guarding its independence from the U.S.
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Environmental Protection Agency," it is not surprising that it has not yet followed the EPA’s lead and adopted measures to consider environmental justice. Nonetheless, if the EPA is making renewed efforts to require that federal agencies consider environmental justice in decision-making, why is Georgia’s EPD not forced to follow suit?

The answer is that environmental regulation in the United States uses a cooperative federalism model. Under the cooperative federalism framework, the federal government establishes national environmental standards through federal environmental laws that state authorities, like Georgia’s EPD, may administer and enforce.

Federal statutes like the Clean Air Act (CAA) and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) require EPA to establish minimum national pollution standards. In turn, the EPA delegates states the authority, and federal grant funding, to operate their own environmental programs if they meet the necessary qualifications. For instance, under the CAA, states must submit a State Implementation Plan (SIP) that demonstrates how the state will achieve or maintain air quality that satisfies federal standards. Delegated powers granted to states by the EPA include permitting, inspections, monitoring and enforcement. More than seventy-five percent of
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federal environmental programs are delegated to states, and those states conduct about ninety percent of all enforcement actions taken by both states and the EPA.

Prior to the passage of framework legislation like the CAA, enforcement was a voluntary state enterprise. The states, without federal leadership, performed dismally. Thus, Congress stepped in during the 1970s and began mandating minimum uniform federal standards. The federal government delegated control of environmental enforcement to the states and moved into the cooperative federalism approach in which it sets standards and allocates funding to states to administer the programs.

Georgia has been granted responsibility for all of the federal environmental programs that may be lawfully delegated. As required by federal law, Georgia has adopted environmental legislation for all delegated programs that is at least as stringent as the federal
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standards.\footnote{See 33 U.S.C. § 1342(o)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 300g-2(a); 42 U.S.C. § 6929.} EPA’s Region IV has responsibility for supervising the state’s delegated federal functions.\footnote{U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, State Partners, http://www.epa.gov/region4/ead/states/index.html (last visited Feb. 5, 2012).} Under this cooperative approach, the EPA cannot directly compel states to consider environmental justice unless such action is required by federal law.\footnote{Percival, supra note 79, at 1171-78.} Rather, states delegated to administer their own environmental programs are required to ensure that their programs conform to the minimums of federal environmental laws.\footnote{Id.} Although federal environmental laws can be used to pursue goals related to environmental justice, they have not been interpreted to directly require the EPA to take environmental justice issues into consideration in permitting. In one case, the Environmental Appeals Board found in \textit{In re Chemical Waste Management of Indiana, Inc.}, that the EPA has the authority to address environmental justice issues under RCRA, but that the statute does not require it to do so.\footnote{6 E.A.D. 66, 1995 WL 395962 (June 29, 1995); see also \textsc{Environmental Law Institute, Opportunities for Advancing Environmental Justice: An Analysis of U.S. EPA Statutory Authorities} (2001), \textit{available at} http://www.epa.gov/compliance/ej/resources/reports/annual-project-reports/eli-opportunities4ej.pdf} Without a clear ruling that federal environmental statutes require the consideration of environmental justice, states are not required to meet their obligations as delegated bodies.

Still, many states, motivated by popular support for environmental justice and, to a lesser extent, the financial support provided by the federal government, have voluntarily adopted laws and policies that require the incorporation of environmental justice in permitting. This simply has not been the case in Georgia thus far.
B. EPA Policy and Environmental Justice

For those states that have not crafted their own environmental justice laws or policies, the EPA is now seeking ways to persuade them to do so. In its EJ Plan 2014, described by the agency as a “roadmap that will help EPA integrate environmental justice in the Agency’s programs, policies, and activities,” the EPA defines one of its five focus areas as “Considering Environmental Justice in Permitting.” To effectuate this goal, EPA plans to “develop and implement tools to: (1) enhance the ability of overburdened communities to participate fully and meaningfully in the permitting process, and (2) assist permitting authorities to meaningfully address environmental justice issues in permitting decisions to the greatest extent practicable.”

The EPA does not clearly describe in its EJ Plan 2014 how it will induce states to consider environmental justice in permitting and it is unlikely, based on EPD’s history of overlooking environmental justice problems that it will voluntarily follow EPA guidance. At present, EPA supports state-level environmental justice actions through policy and grants. Should the federal government be inclined to move beyond policy and financial funding and seek to compel Georgia’s EPD to incorporate environmental justice in decision-making, a dramatic step would be required.

For example, under the Clean Air Act, EPA could choose to reject Georgia’s State Implementation Plan (SIP). Amongst other requirements, the SIP must provide “necessary assurances that the State . . . is not prohibited by any provision of Federal or State law from carrying out such implementation plan or portion
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Based on this provision, EPA could, although it has never done so, reject a state SIP if it finds that it violates Title VI’s disparate impact regulations. However, this action or any other action on the part of the federal government to tread into decision-making territory traditionally held by states is unlikely.

Under the current framework the federal government can and will only place so much pressure upon a state to incorporate environmental justice into decision-making. If the environmental justice movement is to make any headway in Georgia’s government, environmental justice policies and plans must be adopted at EPD, whether by its own actions or by the actions of the state legislature. The recommendations below provide a starting point for this to occur.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Meaningful change to remedy environmental injustice in Georgia can happen with the adoption of policies and laws integrating environmental justice concerns into the workings of Georgia’s state government. Integration can happen in many ways, including enhancing public participation measures and requiring Georgia’s EPD to consider whether a proposed facility will result in a disproportionate environmental impact when issuing permits to pollute. These recommendations provide a starting point and framework for this process.101

A. The EPA Should Provide Guidance to Georgia on its Ability to Properly Consider Environmental Justice in Permitting

Georgia’s Environmental Protection Division has not acknowledged its authority to address environmental justice in permitting under its current environmental laws. Considering the framework of cooperative


101 This article does not address the many ways that local governments can utilize local planning and zoning powers in furtherance of environmental justice.
federalism that exists, the EPA should focus on Georgia as one of a small minority of states without an environmental justice program and directly encourage it to adopt environmental justice laws and policies. It can begin to do so by providing direct guidance to EPD addressing its authority to consider environmental justice in permitting.

According to a report by EPA’s National Environmental Justice Advisory Council (NEJAC) in 1999, state permit writers commonly expressed a belief that they lacked the legal authority to address environmental justice concerns in permitting decisions. In that report, NEJAC recommended that the EPA’s Office of General Counsel provide legal guidance to delegated states on “whether they have either a mandatory duty or discretionary authority to deny a permit, condition a permit, or require additional permit procedures on environmental justice grounds.”

One year later, the EPA’s Office of General Counsel produced a memorandum, entitled “EPA Statutory and Regulatory Authorities Under Which Environmental Justice Issues May Be Addressed in Permitting.” There, an attorney from the EPA’s Office of General Counsel conducted a thorough examination of the ways in which environmental justice may be addressed in permitting under the EPA’s statutory and regulatory

102 NEJAC is a federal advisory committee to EPA that provides advice and recommendations about broad, cross-cutting issues related to environmental justice, from all stakeholders involved in the environmental justice dialogue. See U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, National Environmental Justice Advisory Committee, http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/nejac/ (last visited Mar. 7, 2012).
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authorities such the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act. The EPA released additional guidance in 2011 on this subject in its “EJ Legal Tools,” identifying legal authorities under federal environmental statutes and programs that the EPA can utilize to address environmental justice considerations.

These documents are certainly useful for the EPA when conducting activities such as setting federal pollution standards, but they do not directly address a states’ ability to utilize environmental laws in permitting. Specifically, they do not address whether a state can deny or modify a permit on environmental justice grounds. In light of EPD’s reluctance to acknowledge its authority to address environmental justice in permitting, the EPA should provide specific guidance to EPD regarding the state’s authority to properly address environmental justice issues under law, including its authority to conduct a disparate impact review when permitting. This guidance is properly within the EPA’s purview as it is charged with the oversight of state environmental programs.

B. EPA Should Insert Measurable Environmental Justice Goals into Federal Grant Funding

The EPA should insert meaningful environmental justice goals into federal grant funds provided to EPD for its operations. The EPA has the authority to insert measurable environmental justice goals into its grants and Georgia is subject to accountability and evaluation for the work that it does with these funds. In fact, the EPA endorses the use of these funds for “multi-media
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high priority strategies,” which includes environmental justice.\(^{109}\)

In its *Enhancing Environmental Justice in EPA Permitting Programs* report from 2011, NEJAC recommends that the EPA use its power when crafting grant agreements to “require specific language describing what both EPA regional offices and the state/tribe are going to do during the agreement to protect and advance environmental justice.”\(^{110}\) The EPA should use this strategy to require specific elements and goals regarding environmental justice in its grant funding. Several states have agreed to address environmental justice in their grant agreements, including listing environmental justice as a state priority and agreeing to protect at-risk populations, such as environmental justice communities, from disproportionate impacts of environmental hazards.\(^{111}\)

Georgia’s EPD has previously committed to “incorporating Environmental Justice and Pollution Prevention in their targeting and planning activities,” for its Clean Air Act Stationary Source Enforcement Program,\(^{112}\) but EPD still has not committed significant resources to integrate environmental justice into this or its other delegated programs. Should Georgia make a renewed commitment to environmental justice in its funding agreement, the EPA should hold the state accountable for its use of funds.


Agreements, which provide funding for states to produce strategies, programs and activities to reduce disproportionate pollution impacts.\textsuperscript{113} In the program’s first year, 2009, the EPA selected five state applicants, Alaska, California, Illinois, Pennsylvania and South Carolina, to provide financial support to “improve environmental and public health in communities disproportionately exposed to environmental harms and risks.”\textsuperscript{114}

C. Georgia’s EPD Should Incorporate Environmental Justice Principles into its Practices

Georgia remains in a shrinking minority of states that have not adopted a policy or program to directly address environmental disparities. To move toward incorporating environmental justice principles into its practices, Georgia should: 1) enact an environmental justice policy requiring environmental equity in its practices; 2) enhance its public participation strategies to strengthen the involvement of minority and low-income Georgians in decision-making; and 3) identify and acquire the tools that it needs to incorporate environmental justice in its permitting and enforcement activities.

EPD should transform its current culture to one in which thoughtful consideration of the environmental impacts on low-income and minority communities is encouraged. This process should include the enactment of an environmental justice policy in which EPD commits to protecting all residents in Georgia from disparate environmental harm. These non-legislative plans generally set out an agency-wide commitment to environmental justice and include goals for achieving environmental equity.\textsuperscript{115} For example, Illinois EPA, a
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delegated state environmental agency like Georgia’s EPD, has done just this with its environmental justice policy. Its key goals are:

- to ensure that communities are not disproportionately impacted by degradation of the environment or receive a less than equitable share of environmental protection and benefits;
- to strengthen the public’s involvement in environmental decision-making, including permitting and regulation, and where practicable, enforcement matters;
- to ensure that Illinois EPA personnel use a common approach to addressing EJ issues; and
- to ensure that the Illinois EPA continues to refine its environmental justice strategy to ensure that it continues to protect the health of the citizens of Illinois and its environment, promotes environmental equity in the administration of its programs, and is responsive to the communities it serves.116

EPD’s policy should similarly make a clear statement that it will actively consider environmental justice in its operations and work to ensure that all residents, including those in minority and low-income communities are involved in all levels of environmental decision-making.

The policy should also include a commitment to enhancing public participation measures when conducting permitting activities in low-income and minority areas. Maintaining effective communication and public participation will require EPD to go beyond its current legal notice requirements. EPD should work directly with community groups and residents to develop relationships and ensure that they are informed of permitting actions and engaged in monitoring and enforcement. Particular efforts should also be made to develop the most effective measures to involve minority and low-income residents in decision-making.

In order to respond effectively to public concern about disparate impacts on minority and low-income communities, EPD must determine what tools are needed to address these concerns and implement them. For example, if citizens raise public concern about the siting of a coal-fired power plant in an environmental justice community, EPD should have the tools to respond effectively through an environmental justice grievance procedure or review process. Currently, it does not.

As part of those efforts, EPD should conduct robust research and data gathering including the mapping of environmental justice communities in Georgia. This identification allows data to be used in targeting public education campaigns, analyzing environmental disparities and triggering increased scrutiny. It has also been found to be helpful in order to encourage permitting staff to pay closer attention to potential environmental justice issues in low-income and minority communities. Agencies and organizations in Georgia have already done this kind of mapping. The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) analyzes all 598 census tracts in the state to identify areas with “EJ populations” to analyze how these populations can be involved in the transportation planning process. Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) has also used mapping technology to identify environmental justice communities in the 10-county metropolitan Atlanta region. These
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methodologies could certainly be used by EPD to identify and reach out to environmental justice communities.

VII. CONCLUSION

No matter the environmental justice policies touted by the EPA under the Obama Administration, the reality is that environmental justice advocates are struggling to gain ground in the environmental justice movement in Georgia. If Georgia is to get on track with the majority of other states in the country that are actively considering environmental justice in permitting and other activities, meaningful collaboration must occur between federal and state government.

For its part, the EPA must steadfastly encourage environmental justice policies and laws in the state. This can be done through targeted legal guidance and through the use of funding agreements that require the consideration of environmental justice when carrying out delegated programs. At the state level, Georgia should turn from its practice of ignoring environmental justice and begin to develop procedures to implement environmental justice and collaborate with the federal government to acquire funding for environmental justice programs. Such collaboration will surely move the state forward toward the consideration of environmental justice in permitting.